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Dennis Yarmouth Intermediate School (DYIS)

TIER ONE IMPLEMENTATION

We have reached 83% total fidelity of implementation in Tier 1 as measured by the Tiered Fidelity
Inventory. Full Implementation is achieved at 70% or higher on the TFI.

Our sub scores show: Teams at 75% fidelity, Implementation at 78% fidelity, and Evaluation at
100% fidelity



TIER ONE OUTCOMES

In addition, we looked at stakeholder outcome data to determine if we are achieving our desired
outcomes.

Our discipline data shows that the Average Referrals Per Day Per Month for the period of Sept-
June, shows a significant increase in Major Referrals. Additionally, the number of referrals per
day, are above the 75% percentile of the national average of Referrals for a school our size.

DYIS also saw a significant increase in classroom referrals (Major and Minor) where instructional
minutes are most valuable.

This year we have 227 major and minor referrals noted in the classroom, compared to just 61 last
year.



Staff were asked to complete a self-assessment survey focused on our behavior support
framework. 49 of our staff completed this survey in May. Almost 98% responded that the Dolphin
Way expectations have been identified for students. But only 79% of respondents feel like the
expectations have been identified for staff.



According to the survey, 71% of the teachers/staff regularly use PBIS language with the students
and only 46% of staff follow Dolphin Way expectations.

A minority of staff (18.8%) believe the way we teach expectations is effective or taught frequently
enough (25%) but a majority of staff (77%) do not want any more training on the subject of PBIS
expectations.



92% of staff report that they have strategies to handle minor unwanted behaviors on their own and 84%
report that they use these strategies consistently.



While 100% of teachers report that they have positively acknowledged students for showing
positive behaviors, only 27% report doing this through our school - wide acknowledgement
system (Dolphin Way shout-outs).



Only 3 staff members report being acknowledged in a positive way by an administrator and only 8
report being acknowledged by another staff member within the past month.

Our attendance data shows 93.92% attendance this year for both grades.



Celebrations:

● Consistent use of the Student of the Month Board
● Increased communication to families via the Social Work Newsletter
● Increased use of SWIS by all staff

Areas to strengthen:

● Better assignment of roles on the PBIS team
● Greater classroom integration/education of PBIS model

Action step(s) we plan to take:

● Increased education for staff and students around expectations
● Student and family climate surveys

● School Wide “Dolphin Dollar” incentives and non-contingent all school rewards


